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OVERSEAS - GERMANY By Etienne Gentil - 

Uwe Schatz 

News from Bovenden 'The preservation of Ferguson heritage' 

The Ferguson TEF-20 with the Standard Motor Company The Fergrcson Fe-35, Golden Binl or Golden Be& as we call 
diese1 engine was the most modern tractor on the market in them in Germany, was heloped in CO-operation and appeared 
the 1950s. (owners Aaron und Andreas Fraeter). on the market in late 1956. (0wnersAaron andAndreas h t e r ) .  

Continuedfrorn issue 59 

Bovenden is the largest of eight 

projects,' says Uwe. 'Harry Ferguson 
realised that the production of food could 
be made more efficient and cost effective 

villages which form a municipality in 
the district of Göttingen, Lower 
Saxony, Germany. Agriculture has 
always played an important part of 
the local economy in Lower Saxony; 
grassland and cattle farming being 
prevalent on the coarse sandy soil of 
the north and northwest area, whilst 
crops such as wheat, potatoes, rye and 
Sugar beet thrive in the rich soil of the 
south and southeast of the region left 
behind after the last ice age. 

Eager to preserve the agricultural 

with safe, reliable mechanised Systems. 
He began by designing what is now 
referred to as the 'Belfast Plough', which 
was mainly fitted to a tractor based on an 
adapted Ford Model T car. This was 
available from 1917. It was the beginning 
of the use of a two-point, or duplex hitch 
to operate rear-mounted equipment.' 

Uwe continued, 'Over a period of time 
this evolved to become the Ferguson 
System as we know it today which 
incorporated hydraulic lift and the 
famous three-point linkage, the basis for 

Joachim Köhler's MF 35 was theJirst 
model to be painted in grey und red. 

'At this time, although other 
manufacturers offered basic hydraulic 

Traktorfreunde Bovenden club. One of I and the specially developed Ferguson I successful tractors, was gladly 

history of this area, with Special focus on 
the machinery and equipment used to 
cultivate these crops, in 2009 some 20 
tractor enthusiasts formed the 

the coupling and control of additional 
implements. Later on, this also included 
operation of the Automatic Hitch in 
conjunction with the three-point linkage 

the main objectives of the members is to 
exchange technical information and offer 
help with restoration problems. A varied 
range of tractor marques is encompassed 

lift units, the Ferguson System itself had 
no competition,' explains Uwe who 
added. 'Which explains why Harry 
Ferguson with his revolutionary and 

by the club, including, naturally, Massey 
Ferguson. 

Uwe Schatz and Etienne Gentil are 
members of Traktorenfreunde Bovenden, 

'Whilst involved in other agricultural I drive wheels reduced imrnensely. I having been dropped. 

tipping trailers. 
When using various implements for 

cultivation such as ploughs or , 

cultivators, it was possible to maintain a 

and they share their club members' 
enthusiasm for Ferguson and Massey 
Ferguson tractors and implements with 
the Friends of Ferguson Heritage. 
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welcomed by Massey-Harris. Both 
Massey-Harris and Harry Ferguson felt 
that there were mutual advantages to 
working together so in the surnrner of 

constant working depth independently of 
any contour changes or soil resistance. 
The control Signal was transmitted via 
the top link, fixed to the control valve 

1953 discussions began between the two 
companies regarding a possible merger. 
Agreement was reached in August 1953 
and in January 1954 Massey-Harris and 

which lifted or lowered the equipment. 
Therefore more weight was 
automatically put on the rear axle, so the 
traction increased and the slippage of the 

the Ferguson Company officially merged 
to form Massey-Harris-Ferguson Ltd. In 
1958 the company name was changed to 
Massey Ferguson, the name Harris 



Above und below: Uwe Schutz und 
Joachim Köhler's MF 65. 

The first model produced jointly at 
Banner Lane in October 1956 by the 
newly merged companies was the 
Ferguson Fe-35, which canied the 
distinctive grey and gold livery. This was 
superseded in November 1957 by the 
Massey Ferguson 35 which camed the 
company's new red and grey livery. 

From 1957 onwards, both former 
Ferguson and Massey-Harris sales 
distribution outlets were amalgamated 
and all Massey Ferguson tractors now 
shared the Same design as well as the red 
and grey livery. 

With its Fe-35/MF 35 and MF 65 
models, Massey Ferguson was able to 
offer customers tractors with not only 
Draft Control, but also Position Control 
which meant that when implements were 
not working directly in the soil could be 
kept at a certain working height. 

Ferguson Implements 
Uwe explained 'Club members had 
hoped to put on a display to demonstrate 
the different Ferguson and Massey 
Ferguson tractors of our Bovenden 
farnily in action with their respective 
implements on a field owned by Jürgen 
Ropeter in Hevensen, however the return 
of bad weather during the night made 
this impossible. Instead we concentrated 

-- 

tomatic Hitch 
&ight: AS can be seen, the troclor 

driver is able to attach the , 

Ferguson trailer to the MF 65 
- I 

R without g e ~ g  off his s - -' m''k,A 

k 
N 

The hook (17) wasfied at the bottom of the rear axle and was mounted o 
to the lower links by means of two stabilisers (12). Thus it was possible to 
guide the hook into the loop of the trailer drawbar while the three-point 
coupling was lowered. When the hydraulic li@ reaches the topposition, the 
fork (4) loch the upper arm to the transverse arm (I). To unlock the fork, 
the hydraulic arm must be lifted a little higher, then lowered. The trn;lqr 
remains on the ground by means of a shoe atfached to the drawbar. .. 

I ,  

our activities demonstrating the heritage 
Ferguson System with the use of the 
Automatic Hitch and Ferguson tipping 
trailer. 

When the Ferguson TE 20 was 
introduced, the customer was able to 
order it fitted with the Ferguson 
Automatic Hitch which enabled the 
operator to couple and uncouple the 
original Ferguson hydraulic tipping 
trailer without having to leave the tractor 
seat. 

The Ferguson trailer claimed to give 
excellent manoeuvrability, was easy to 
use and offered high levels of operator 
safety. It was available in three 
configurations; a three-ton trailer which 
had a low loading height for ease of 
operation, a three-ton tipping trailer 
which could be raised to an angle of 40" 
and had an adjustable brake and axle 
assembly to make tipping into pits 
easier, and a 30 cwt tipping trailer, again 
with a low loading height. ) 



Once hooked up und the body of the 
Ferguson trailer L lifled, at the same 
time the trailer back board Opens up 
automatically. 

Joachim Köhler of Rheyershausen's collectwn of Massey Ferguson tractors. 
From left to right a 1964 MF 65 Mk 2, a 1971 MF 135 with front end loader, und 
a 1964 MF 35. 

Lef: Christian Behrens- 
. Blumenbergfiom the vülage 

of Parensen hud a good Ulea 
. His new tractor, the MF 387 
A (MF - Landini) hud no 
hitch-hook, but he still 
wanted to use his MF trailer. 
Zn order to hook an old MF 
trailer onto a newer MF 387 
A, Christian welded a strong 

'The axle of the trailer which was 
situated at the rear allowed the 
transference of up to one third of the 
weight of the load to be t r a n s f e d  to the 
tractor wheels,' says Uwe. He continued. 
'The weight of the load would add 
additional pressure on the rear axle of the 
tractor again giving improved traction. 
This feature also meant that the lightly 
constructed Ferguson tractor had big 
advantages on damp and wet soil and on 
hills compared with its competitors, plus 
savings in fuel consumption.' 

The automatic hitch, together with the 
Ferguson trailer and the Ferguson tractor 
became firrnly established across 
Europe. Although the Ferguson hitch 
system had many advantages, some 
farmers in some areas of Germany did 
not always accept it as they often used 
two-axle trailers which had a different 
coupling system which utilised a 
drawbar pin. 

Uwe explains, 'Nowadays it is not 
easy to find farmers in Germany using a 
Ferguson tractor and trailer on a regular 
basis. However, Joachim Kohler, who 
lives in Reyershausen in Lower Saxony, 
is the ownerisf an equestrian centre and 

also has to feed 50 breeding heifers, so the weather improves and a field is 
he needs to remove manure from his available, if the event goes ahead we will 
farm yard every day. To cope with this report further. 
work Joachim relies on his loyal and 
reliable Massey Ferguson helper. His 
tractors were bought secondhand, 
repaired and partly restored. On a cold 
morning in March, with the landscape 
covered in 20 cm Snow, Joachim 
demonstrated the handling of his 
Ferguson trailer.' 

Traktorfreunde Bovenden club are 
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